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Abstract: In this paper, a progressive damage model reflecting the interaction between delamination
and intralaminar crack is developed to predict fracture behaviors and the ultimate load-bearing
ability of the fiber-reinforced polymer laminates subject to quasi-static load. Initiation and evolution
of intralaminar crack in composites are modeled using a continuum damage mechanics model, which
has the capability to reliably predict the discrete crack direction by introducing the crack direction
parameter while analyzing the multi-failure of FRP composites. Delamination is modeled using
a cohesive zone method with the mixed bilinear law. When the continuum damage model and
cohesive zone model are used together, the interactive behavior between multiple failure mechanisms
such as delamination induced by matrix cracking often seen in the failure of composite laminates is
not generally captured. Interaction between delamination and intralaminar crack in FRP composite
structures is investigated in detail and reflected in a finite element analysis in order to eliminate
the drawbacks of using both models together. Good agreements between numerical results and
experimental data are obtained.

Keywords: continuum damage mechanics; cohesive zone model; delamination; intralaminar crack;
interaction; computational fracture mechanics

1. Introduction

Fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP) laminates are widely used in aerospace, automotive, medical
components, and sports equipment, due to their advantages. The transverse loading and low-velocity
impact of the fiber-reinforced polymer laminates are the common loading conditions of the composite
structures. The complexity of failure processes involving intra- and inter-laminar damage in composite
laminates needs reliable failure theories and a damage evolution mechanism. To determine the fracture
behavior in engineering structures under quasi-static or impact load, the studies on a reasonable
numerical analysis method are mainstream in computational fracture mechanics.

Various intralaminar damage mechanisms have been proposed and demonstrated in the
composite structures. The traditional fracture mechanics using crack propagation theory have been
developed and matured well to solve these issues, but it is difficult to explain the complex failure
process of the composites such as kinking and crushing. The first-ply failure model, in which all
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material properties are set to zero once a prescribed failure criterion is satisfied, are proposed in the
numerical simulation, but the initiation of damage does not cause instantaneous failure of the entire
structure, because of the complex fracture nature of laminated composites [1,2]. The cohesive zone
model (CZM) was recently used for simulating intralaminar failure [3,4], but the CZM approach has
a shortcoming; it is difficult for CZM to describe arbitrary matrix cracks in composites. Continuous
damage mechanics (CDM) of composite materials stands on its own as a mature field solidly having
a variety of analytical and computational methodologies associated with it [5–8]. CDM theory was the
first applied to study the creep rupture of materials [9], and the progressive damage failure analysis
based on CDM has been widely employed to predict the damage initiation and evolution of composites.
Maimí et al. [10,11] proposed a continuum damage model for the prediction of the intralaminar failure
mechanisms in composite laminates, and Chen et al. [12] proposed a combined elastoplastic damage
model for the progressive failure analysis of composite materials. Nuismer et al. [13] adopted the shear
lag model and defined transverse and shear damage as an internal state variable representing the
lamina damage state directly. Salavatian et al. [14] developed the improved shear damage evolution
model for fiber-reinforced laminates and considered the effect of matrix cracks on transverse and shear
damage evolution. Yun et al. [15] proposed the CDM model with the introduction of the crack direction
parameter, which has the capability to predict the initiation and direction of crack propagation.

Interlaminar delamination has been widely studied, where agreement between models and
experiment is common [16–20]. The delamination simulation of composites using the finite element
method (FEM) has been generally performed by the CZM approach. The CZM approach does not
require remeshing for crack propagation and can predict both the initiation and progression of
delamination. Dugdale [21] first proposed CZM, and Barenblatt [22] introduced an idea of cohesive
forces on a molecular scale. Rose et al. [23] proposed the exponential cohesive zone model, and
Hillerborg et al. [24] introduced the bilinear cohesive law. The bilinear hardening traction-separation
relationship is still a basic element in several widely-used cohesive laws for the delamination
analysis [25–32].

Composite failure is characterized by a strong interaction of intralaminar failure and interlaminar
delamination. Maimí [33] presented the damage model considering the relation between matrix crack
density and delamination in order to predict the propagation of matrix cracking and delamination
in laminated composites. Rebière [34] proposed the variational approach reflecting the initiation
of local delamination near the tips of transverse cracks in 90◦ layers and longitudinal cracks in 0◦

layers parallel to the loading. Conventionally, these intra- and inter-laminar failure mechanisms
have been treated separately in fracture finite element analysis of composites, but recently, these
interactions of multiple damage modes have been studied by several researchers [35]. Mark et al. [36]
simulated the interaction of intra- and inter-laminar damage for composite laminates using CZM
and CDM, respectively, and compared with the experiment. It was concluded that CZM cannot be
widely applied to a variety of problems because of prescribing the damage-evolution path and CDM
delays the delamination initiation significantly and underpredicts the final delamination crack length.
An approach, which combines the floating node method with the VCCT, is proposed to simulate
delamination migration in cross-ply tape laminates [37]. Ullah et al. [3,38] developed 2D FE models to
simulate some modes of inter- and intra-laminar cracks and their interaction by employing cohesive
zone elements (CZEs) in the intralaminar failure; this has the disadvantage that they are only available
for a pre-known damage-evolution path. The phantom node method for matrix cracking and CZM for
delamination are used for failure analysis of composite laminates [39]. CZM in conjunction with the
extended finite element method (XFEM) cannot capture the load transfer between cohesive interfaces
and the solid elements when crack bifurcation or coalescence occurs [40]. An extended cohesive
damage model is introduced by combining XFEM and CZM for simulating multicrack propagation in
fiber composites [41,42]; XFEM is very effective for treating cracks to even multiple levels, but it has
some shortcomings, such as difficulty with 3D crack propagation and high computational cost [43].
The phase field model combined with CZM [44] and the XFEM approach coupled with CDM [45,46]
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have also been proposed to simulate the interaction of delamination and intralaminar crack. CZM
and CDM are used together to predict the damage caused by low velocity impact in carbon-epoxy
[04904]s laminates [47]. The method of using CDM for the intralaminar failure and using CZM for
the interlaminar delamination of composites is still extensively used in the laminated composite
damage analysis [48], but it has led to the loss of coupling information for simulating multiple damage
modes and also results in inaccurate prediction of crack paths [3]. CZM in conjunction with CDM
cannot capture the high stresses at the tip of the transverse crack in the numerical simulation, for the
elements where the transverse crack is predicted soften without being able to capture the stress field
accurately at the interface, and this approach also does not explicitly represent the kinematics of
the cracks [37,49]. The interaction between matrix cracks and delaminations in composite laminates
has been investigated experimentally or theoretically in the previous studies, but the drawbacks
of not being able to reflect interaction between several failure mechanisms, such as delamination
due to matrix cracking, have not yet been remedied in the approaches of using CDM and CZM
together. A few studies have been performed to solve the issues concerning the damage interaction for
failure simulation of FRP laminates. In a word, there is no effective progressive damage model both
capturing all multi-damage modes together and reflecting the interaction between the complex failure
mechanisms for the FRP composites.

This work presents a novel approach for modeling the interaction of delamination and
intralaminar crack in composite materials with a polymeric matrix reinforced with carbon fibers
subject to quasi-static load. An effective finite element model based on the coupling of both approaches
of CDM and CZM is proposed, which can simulate the progressive damage failure and interaction
between damage mechanisms. Several significant steps are developed to simulate fully the failure of
FRP laminates under the quasi-static load. The progressive damage analysis provides the ultimate
strength prediction and multiple failure mechanisms of the composite laminates.

2. Mechanics Model

A constitutive model based on the CDM theory, which can also consider the propagation path
of discrete crack for intralaminar failure, is considered, while CZM with the bilinear law is used
for modeling the interlaminar delamination. In order to consider the interaction, degradation of
the interlaminar critical fracture energy release rate following the intralaminar fiber and matrix
failure is considered. All processes of failure are investigated based on fracture energy dissipation.
The mechanics theories presented in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 are repetitive of prior works in various aspects,
but they are briefly described to help the understanding of the interaction model in Section 2.3. In this
section, the theoretical model was researched, while employment in commercial finite element method
software is detailed in the next section.

2.1. Material Damage Model for Intralaminar Failure

In this section, the advanced CDM model, which can reflect the direction of matrix crack,
is introduced. The constitutive model and damage variables are briefly summarized here, and for
details for comprehensive understanding, the work in [15] can be referenced. The present damage
model, in which the crack direction parameter is used as a major factor along with the damage
variable, has a good ability to predict the propagation of the discrete crack well in the composites’
failure simulation.

Three types of matrix crack were mainly studied to predict the failure behavior of FRP laminates
by CDM: transverse crack, longitudinal crack, and delamination [49,50]. Many researchers focus on
the transverse failure in the 0◦ layer and the longitudinal failure in the 90◦ layer, but the general
cases such as angled matrix failure are less studied by the anisotropic damage model. In actual
engineering applications, matrix cracks are properly angled with the mid-plane under a complex
loading state [51,52], but are almost parallel to the fiber in every layer, so the matrix cracks parallel to
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the fiber are only considered in this work. An anisotropic damage model that reflects various kinds of
matrix cracks and their interaction is presented here.

In damaged FRP materials, the complementary free energy density is given as follows.
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where di, i = 1, 2, 3 are the damage variables for tension or compression failure modes, while
di, i = 4, 5, 6 are the damage variables for shear failure modes. According to the second principle of
thermodynamics for ensuring positive dissipation of mechanical energy:
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where ε, σ, and S are the strain tensor, stress tensor, and flexibility operator, respectively.
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Among six damage variables, two variables are independent, and their relationships are as follows:

1− d4 = (1− d1)(1− d2), 1− d5 = (1− d2)(1− d3), 1− d6 = (1− d3)(1− d1) (4)

Damage variable d1 is associated with fiber and matrix damage in the fiber direction, while d2

and d3 are associated with discrete matrix cracks for tension failure. Based on the bilinear softening
law, the individual damage variables are determined as follows.

d =
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δ
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e (δe−δ∗e )

δe(δ
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where δ∗e is the equivalent displacement at the damage initiation and δ
f
e is the equivalent displacement

when the material reaches its ultimate strength.
Three coordinates are introduced as shown in Figure 1: global Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z), layer

coordinates (x, y, z), and local element coordinates (x′, y′, z′). It is mentioned that superscripts “−”
and “′” refer to the global Cartesian coordinates and local element coordinates respectively, and layer
coordinates corresponded to no superscript. The global Cartesian coordinates and layer coordinates
are well known in the mechanics of composite materials and need not be described in more detail. In
the local element coordinate system, the x′-axis is set as the fiber direction, the y′-axis as the direction
perpendicular to the crack surface, and the z′-axis as the direction perpendicular to the fiber and laying
on the crack surface. In Figure 1, the y-, y′-, z-, and z′-axes are all placed on a plane perpendicular to
the fiber. It is considered that the crack surface is parallel to the fiber and has angle α with the y-axis
of layer coordinates, where the angle α characterizes the normal direction of the crack surface and is
referred to as the crack direction parameter. The crack direction parameter α is defined as follows:
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α = arctan
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The crack direction parameter, which is determined by the stress components in the yz plane,
is introduced as a major factor with the damage variable for damage propagation and failure analysis.

Figure 1. Three coordinate systems for considering matrix cracking.

For matrix tension damage, the damage variable d3 is equal to zero, and then, the flexibility matrix
S′ in local coordinates is as follows.

S′ =
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(7)

From Equation (4), d4 = 1− (1− d1)(1− d2), d5 = d2, d6 = d1.
In three coordinates, the elastic stress-strain relations can be written as follows.

ε′ = S′ · σ′, ε = S · σ = T · S′ · TT · σ, ε = S · σ = R · T · S′ · TT · RT · σ = R0 · S′ · RT
0 · σ (8)

where σ, σ, σ′ are the stress tensor in global coordinates, layer coordinates, and local coordinates,
respectively, ε, ε, ε′ are strain tensor in global coordinates, layer coordinates, and local coordinates,
respectively, S, S, S′ are flexibility tensor in global coordinates, layer coordinates, and local
coordinates, respectively, and R and T are the transform matrix from the layer coordinate system
to global coordinate system and that from the local coordinate system to the layer coordinate
system, respectively.

The global transform matrix is as follows: R0 = R · T. Since the crack direction parameter is
entered into the matrix T , transform matrix T is varied with the crack direction. The constitutive tensor
is transformed with the varying of T in the element according to Equation (8), and so, the transformed
flexibility tensor S contains the information of the discrete crack direction. This means that the CDM
model becomes able to reflect the state of matrix cracking. The matrix stiffness matrix is given
as follows:

C = S−1 (9)
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For the matrix compression damage mechanism, the damage variable d2 is considered to be equal
with damage variable d3, the local coordinates are same as the layer coordinates and the transform
matrix R0 becomes R in Equation (8) by altering matrix T into the unit matrix. This does mean that
the local coordinates are separately defined under matrix tension and matrix compression.

The damage initiation criteria, equivalent stress, and equivalent displacement for the progressive
damage, the characteristic length, and the expressions for energy dissipation could be referenced in [15].
It is mentioned that the introduction of the characteristic length can eliminate the mesh dependency of
the simulation results by CDM [1].

2.2. Modeling of Mixed-Mode Delamination

The simulation of delamination using the finite element method (FEM) is normally performed
by means of CZM. Several concepts and modifications of CZM approach were suggested by many
researchers over the past two decades [53,54]. Here, we will use the framework developed by Alfano
and Crisfield [50]. They developed zero-thickness cohesive zone elements, which do not represent
physical material, but represent material resistance when pulled apart. The nonlinear fracture process
is governed by the bilinear traction-separation law in the cohesive zone. A schematic mixed-mode
dominated by the bilinear traction-separation law is shown in Figure 2. The Mode I-dominated
law is applicable when cohesive separation is dominated by the displacement jump normal to the
interface, while the Mode II-dominated law is applicable when cohesive separation is dominated by
shear displacement. The mixed mode bilinear cohesive law is used when the separation of material
interfaces depends on both the normal and tangential components of displacement jumps.

Figure 2. Bilinear mixed mode traction-separation law.

2.2.1. Mixed Mode Traction-Separation Law

The normal and tangential components of the traction are expressed as:
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Tn = Knδn(1− Dm), Tt = Ktδt(1− Dm) (10)

where Tn and Tt are the normal and tangential traction, respectively, δn and δt are the normal and
tangential displacement separation, respectively, Kn and Kt are the normal and tangential cohesive
stiffness, respectively, and Dm is the damage parameter.

2.2.2. Mixed Mode Damage Model

The non-dimensional effective displacement jump parameter λ for mixed mode fracture is
defined as:

λ =

√(
δn

δc
n

)2
+ β2

(
δt

δc
t

)2
(11)

where δc
n and δc

t are the normal and tangential displacement separation at the completion of debonding,
respectively, and β is the non-dimensional parameter, which assigns different weights to the tangential
and normal displacement jumps, defined by:

λcr =
δ∗n
δc

n
= β

(
δ∗t
δc

t

)
(12)

where δ∗n and δ∗t are the displacement separation at the maximum normal and tangential cohesive
traction, respectively, and λcr is the value of λ at which effective traction is maximum. It is noted that
the parameter β is not used in [50], and in this paper, it is set to one. The mixed mode damage variable
Dm is given by:

Dm =


0 λ ≤ λcr

λ−λcr
λ(1−λcr)

λcr ≤ λ < 1

1 λ > 1
(13)

2.2.3. Fracture Mechanics-Based Criterion

The normal and tangential displacement separations δc
n and δc

t in Equation (11) are generally
determined by Mode I and Mode II critical energy release rates GIc and GI Ic. The area under the
traction-separation law represents the energy released during the failure process, and a schematic
representation is shown in Figure 2. The fracture mechanics-based power law criteria [55] established
in terms of the energy release rates under mixed-mode loading are used in the paper.(

GI
GIc

)2
+

(
GI I
GI Ic

)2
= 1 (14)

where GI and GI I are the energy release rates in Modes I and II, respectively. The degradation of the
critical energy release rate of CZEs for the FEM modeling are presented in the following sections.

2.3. Interaction between Delamination and Intralaminar Failure

In this work, intralaminar failure is analyzed by the CDM model, which has the capability
to predict the path of matrix crack propagation reliably, while interlaminar failure is analyzed by
CZM. In general, the use of CZM together with CDM can lead to less accurate solutions for the
failure of composite laminates, for it cannot capture the load transfer between cohesive interfaces
and the solid elements when matrix cracks reach an interface [37,49]. Many research works pointed
out these problems in theoretical analysis or simulation results by using CDM and CZM together.
To overcome the difficulties in the simulation of the interaction between failure mechanisms, researchers
proposed fully-three-dimensional CDM models that represent the delamination, as well as intralaminar
failure [15,49,56]. However, these approaches, for which delamination is considered to be same
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as a matrix cracking and is simulated by CDM, could not eliminate the influence of element size
through-thickness on the numerical simulation result for delamination growth. The approaches, which
only use CZM to represent both intralaminar and interlaminar failure mechanisms, were proposed
by [3,35,57], but it is impossible for CZM to describe the non-prescribed matrix crack path in composites.
As the matrix crack path is not known a priori in the simulation for general engineering applications,
these approaches are not recommended to solve the practical problems. In [58], the approach using
spring elements was also proposed to incorporate the interaction between the matrix cracks and
the delamination.

A significant energy interaction exists between interfacial delamination and intralaminar failure
for the FE model. Once matrix fracture occurs at an element, the element has lost its cohesive traction
and can be expressed as a state only with fiber. The interlaminar element adjacent to this intralaminar
element can be considered as delamination failure, because there is no cohesive traction of this
interlaminar element after that. When the matrix is damaged at the intralaminar element adjacent to
the interlaminar element, it is used for tension and shear damage at the adjacent interface element.
It shows that the energy release process in the intralaminar element is not independent of the adjacent
interlaminar element. Therefore, it is necessary to set the relationship of the energy interaction between
the adjacent solid element and the interface element. If this relationship of the energy interaction is not
set, the fractured or damaged elements cannot induce the interface element damage. For this reason,
it was difficult to predict the correct path of multicracks before.

When the element adjacent to CZE is damaged, the critical energy release rate of CZE suggested
in Equation (14) is reduced with the following linear relationship for the finite element modeling.

Gd
Ic = GIc[1−max{D1, D2}], Gd

I Ic = GI Ic[1−max{D1, D2}] (15)

where Gd
Ic, Gd

I Ic are the Mode I and II critical energy release rates of CZE, respectively after intralaminar
damage, and D1, D2 are the matrix damage variables at two intralaminar elements adjacent to a given
CZE, which are given by Equation (5). This means that critical energy release rates of CZEs are not
independent of matrix damage of the adjacent solid elements and vary with their damage variable,
that is the CZEs are easily damaged with a high matrix damage level.

Studies to describe the close relationship between delamination and intralaminar crack were also
proposed in the past. Maimí et al. [33] investigated the relationship between the rate of delamination
and the crack density in the mesomodel defined by the ply level by employing the stochastic method
and suggested that the rate of delamination increases as the crack density increases. They pointed
out that the damage variable of the representative element increased with transverse matrix crack
density and that the delamination can be easily triggered by increasing the crack density. However,
the direct relationship between the damage variable and the rate of delamination was not proposed,
and the discrete crack was excluded from consideration. In this work, the linear relationship between
the damage variable of solid elements and critical energy release rates of CZEs is constructed in order
to make the relationship that can be easily used in the finite element analysis process, inheriting the
conceptual basis given by Maimí.

3. Finite Element Modeling

The approach based on the finite element method is the most suitable tool and is capable of
simulating the failure process of the composite structure under complex loads. The material property
degradation method using CDM and the cohesive zone method are implemented in FE modeling to
characterize the initiation, evolution, and interaction of the damage modes for the failure analysis of
composite structures.

A meso-level FE model is developed in the commercial FE package ANSYS to predict the
progressive failure of intralaminar damage, interlaminar damage, and their interaction with the
laminate composites. Composite layers are meshed with structural solid elements, and the interface
between two layers is modeled with the cohesive zone elements in the ANSYS element library.
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The approach based on the coupling of continuum damage mechanics and the cohesive zone method
is implemented by using ANSYS Parameter Design Language (APDL). The linear orthotropic material
property is used before damage initiation, while the anisotropic elastic (ANEL) modulus matrix is
used during damage evolution. Damage variables, crack direction parameters, the transform matrix,
and the damaged stiffness matrix are all calculated using the element table and updated with the time
step after the solution. Matrix multiplication and invert operations are performed using ANSYS matrix
process functions.

When simulating FPR composites failure, Hashin criteria and equivalent damage scale-based
criteria are used for judging the damage initiation and evolution, respectively. Once a layer element is
damaged, the damage variable and crack direction parameter are calculated at this element, and then,
stiffness degradation is performed according to the damage evolution model based on the CDM theory.
This stiffness degradation of layer elements leads to the stress redistribution and stress concentration
on neighboring layer elements. The damage variable calculations are performed at all damaged
elements under this stress concentration, and this process is repeated continuously under the same
load level until there is no variation of the damage variable distribution of the element. Comparison
of the damage variable distribution between two sequence processes is performed to guarantee the
gradual increase of the damage variable at every element for every process.

The concept of the newly-damaged element set is applied to the calculation of the crack direction
parameter. The newly-damaged element set contains the element in which the damage variable at
the current load step is greater than the one at the previous load step, and the damage variable at the
previous load step is equal to zero. That is, in all elements of this set, the damage variables would have
variations at the current time step, and the damage variables are equal to zero at the previous time step.
To save the computational cost, the calculation of the crack direction parameter is only performed in
the newly-damaged element set.

On the other hand, the calculation of the damage level is also performed for the CZEs between
two layers to predict the delamination evolution. Once the intralaminar elements adjacent to a CZE
have failed, the degradation of critical energy release rates is performed according to Equation (15) for
the CZEs. Then, the load increases, and the iterative process repeats until a final catastrophic failure
occurs in the composite laminates.

Convergence difficulties are often seen in numerical simulation for fracture problems of
composites by using the material property degradation method of CDM or the traction-separation law
of CZM. Although the energy stabilization method helps enhance the numerical convergence, it could
not completely overcome the convergence difficulties. To alleviate these difficulties, a viscous damage
variable is introduced in this work.

Dr(tn) =
η

η + ∆tn
Dr(tn−1) +

∆tn

η + ∆tn
D(tn) (16)

where Dr(tn), Dr(tn−1) are the regular damage variables at the current time step tn and previous time
step tn−1, respectively, D(tn) is the damage variables at the current time step tn directly obtained from
Equation (5), ∆tn is the time step (= tn − tn−1), and η is a viscous coefficient.

The viscous coefficient helps stabilize the solution system for fracture simulation of FRP
composites. Lapczyk [59] suggested that a value of the viscous coefficient that is small compared to
the time increment does not compromise the results significantly. In this work, the viscous coefficient
η is set to 0.5∆t. In every time step, stiffness degradation is performed at the elements for which
the difference between regular damage variables ∆Dr(tn) (= Dr(tn)− Dr(tn−1)) is greater than zero.
To reduce simulation time, the former material numbers are still used, and material properties are
altered at the already damaged elements for which the damage variable differences ∆Dr(tn) are bigger
than zero. New material numbers are only assigned at the newly-damaged elements for which the
differences ∆Dr(tn) are bigger than zero, and the damage variable at the previous time step is equal to
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zero. The added nonlinear material properties are deleted, and the initial properties are recovered in
the elements, which are not fully damaged, but for which the damage evolution had stopped.

4. Results and Discussion

The validity of the proposed approach reflecting the interaction between delamination and
intralaminar crack is checked by two numerical simulations with delamination due to matrix crack in
this section.

4.1. Unidirectional Specimen with a Central Cut under Tension

The unidirectional specimen with a cut across the width of one central ply loaded in tension
was considered. In order to observe the delamination propagation deriving from the matrix crack,
measurements on remote stresses (the ratio between the load and the cross-section area) were
performed [49]. The geometry and the loading conditions are shown in Figure 3. The material
properties of 977-2 HTS [0o

7] CFRP composite laminates are as follows: Young’s modulus E1 = 144 GPa,
E2 = 7.5 GPa, shear modulus G12 = 5.03 GPa, Poisson’s ratio ν12 = 0.29, ν23 = 0.50, tensile strength
XT = 2290 MPa, YT = 47 MPa, shear strength S = 67 MPa, and fracture energy Gs = 1.55 N/mm.
In this problem, Mode II shear failure dominates in interlaminar failure, and delamination growth is
promoted by the pre-given initial matrix crack before the overall fracture due to fiber tension breaking
of other layers.

Figure 3. Configuration of a unidirectional specimen with a central cut.

A finite element mesh is shown in Figure 4, where half of the geometry (0.85 mm height) is chosen
for the simulation because of the symmetry of the problem, and the plane strain state is considered
with displacement control. The red line represents cohesive zone elements and is only assigned to
the down interface in the figure (middle part in the whole area), for the interlaminar damage only
occurred in this interface. The initial crack was formed by the killing element technique here. From the
deformed shape showed in Figure 5, it can be found that the delamination by shear occurred in the
interface between the two layers through nodal separation; of course, this is not intuitive, as in the
Mode I failure. After the delamination had grown to some extent, the fiber damage initiated and
evoluted in the outer plies.

Figure 4. Finite element mesh.
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Figure 5. Deformed shape of the unidirectional specimen.

The remote stress-displacement curve predicted by our approach is shown in Figure 6. The remote
stresses at delamination propagation were measured at the specimens with various cross-section areas
by the German Aerospace Centre [49]. The mean value by experiments was 1753 MPa, while the
simulated value by our approach was 1730.1 MPa. Both values match well, clearly verifying that our
model can simulate the interactive behavior between the matrix cracks and the delaminations of the
composite material.

Figure 6. The predicted remote stress-displacement curve.

4.2. Delamination Migration

The delamination migration problem, in which delamination normally grows and migrates into
different interfaces together with matrix cracks, is a good example to check the capability of the
FE model to reflect the interaction between the matrix crack and delamination. Many studies on
experimental methods and simulation techniques for the purpose of investigating a delamination
migration have been done in recent years [35,37,60,61].

After McElroy and his colleagues performed a numerical simulation of delamination migration
by using the Abaqus continuum damage model for intralaminar cracks and the cohesive zone for
delamination [62], they concluded that the migration initiation and subsequent delamination could not
be predicted by this method. This is because this numerical method did not capture the relationship
of the interaction between intralaminar and interlaminar failure. The approach proposed in this
work, which reflected the interaction between delamination and intralaminar cracks, is believed to be
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suitable for modeling the delamination migration behavior in FRP composites. Therefore, a typical
delamination migration problem in a laminated composite specimen is investigated to validate the
capability of the proposed model.

In this section, the results of numerical damage simulation of the delamination migration of carbon
fiber-reinforced polymer (CFRP) composite are presented, and the numerical results and experimental
data [61] are compared together to validate the FE model.

The loading, boundary conditions, and geometric dimensions of specimens for verifying the
performance of our approach are illustrated in Figure 7, and the material elastic properties of CFRP
composites are illustrated in Table 1.

Figure 7. Test setup in delamination migration.

Table 1. Elastic properties of the CFRP composite.

E11 (GPa) E22 = E33 (GPa) G12 = G13 (GPa) G23 (GPa) ν12 = ν13 ν23

161 11.38 5.17 3.98 0.32 0.436

A specimen has 44 plies, and its layup sequence is as follows:
[04/9012/010/904/T/0/90/02/906/02/90/0]. Script “T” means the initial crack made by inserting
PTFE (polytetrafluoroethylene) at an interface between a zero-degree ply and a stack of four 90-degree
plies, and the length of the initial crack is 48 mm. Both ends of the specimen are clamped, and the
upper surface suffers the tensile force controlled by the vertical tensile displacement. As the load
increases, the initial crack propagates at the interface between the 0◦ and 90◦ layers. The propagating
interface crack is then kinked into the adjacent upper 90◦ layer and becomes an intralaminar matrix
crack. After matrix cracking, the crack reaches the upper interface and changes into an interlaminar
crack. The red dashed line in Figure 7 is the expected crack path, which is the experimentally-tested
delamination migration. To simulate multiple delaminations at interfaces between the individual plies,
four longitudinal cohesive layers are used. A refined mesh using an element length of 0.12 mm was
used in the simulation of a specimen and contained a total of 45,568 solid elements and 1616 interface
elements, which changed a little by the calculation results with further mesh refining.

The contour plots of the damage variable at various load levels are presented in Figure 8, and the
sequence of the interlaminar delamination and intralaminar matrix failure can be seen from the
evolution of the damage contour. The cohesive element failure initiates at 73.2% of the ultimate
load and progresses in the initial crack direction of the specimen, as shown in Figure 8a. The solid
elements are not damaged before the matrix damage initiates and the interface crack has migrated.
The initial interface crack propagates for some time and then begins to penetrate into the adjacent upper
90◦ solid layer. The intralaminar damage (migration) occurs at solid elements, while delamination
stops at a certain point (migration point) and does not propagate, as shown in Figure 8b. At this
stage, the matrix crack propagates through the 90◦ layer from the bottom to the top, as shown in
Figure 8c. As solid element damage reaches the other 0◦/90◦ interface, interface element damage
begins with the adjacent solid element damage. Then, the solid element and its adjacent interface
element simultaneously fail. The degradation of the critical energy release rate at CZE helps the
progression of delamination. The parameter β in Equation (11) is set to one, and so, the tension and
shear failure are considered as the same weight at the interface elements in this simulation. The matrix
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crack is kinked, and delamination progresses at the top cohesive layer, while the load is dropping
(Figure 8d). As such, delamination migration occurs from the original interface to the next top interface.
The deformed shape of the model is shown in Figure 9, and from Figures 8 and 9, it can be seen that
the present approach can simulate the delamination migration in FRP laminates and has the capability
to capture the interaction between the matrix crack and delamination.

Figure 8. Contour plots of the damage variable at various load levels: (a) at the initial delamination
propagation; (b) at the moment of starting migration; (c) at the matrix cracking; (d) at the load dropping
after migration.
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Figure 9. Deformed shape in delamination migration.

The numerical result of delamination migration by using CDM and CZM together without
coupling is shown in Figure 10. The initial delamination propagates and then penetrates into the
adjacent solid layer. However, the top cohesive elements do not meet the fracture criterion, and the
damage grows in the longitudinal direction of the matrix material.

Figure 10. Contour plot of the damage variable by the model without any interactive module.

This means that delamination due to the matrix crack (which is often seen in the failure of the
composites) cannot be explained by the uncoupled model. While the process continues, the convergence
condition of the calculation is not satisfied, and so, the result is divergent. This means that accurate
simulation results cannot be obtained in failure problems of composite laminates, when the interactive
behavior in the case of using two models together is not set.

The numerical result of the distance between the initial delamination tip point and the migration
starting point is 15.32 mm (as shown in Figure 11) and matches well with the distance (15 mm) obtained
from the experiments. The numerical force-displacement curve by the present model is compared with
that of the experiments for the CFRP composites in Figure 12. It is apparent from the plots that the
force-displacement response results in the simulation and experiment have good agreement.

Figure 11. The position of delamination migration.
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Figure 12. Comparison of the simulated and experimental force-displacement curves.

5. Conclusions

A novel method for modeling the interaction of delamination and intralaminar cracks in FRP
laminates is presented based on the coupling of both approaches of CDM and CZM in the paper.
The initiation and evolution of intra- and inter-laminar damage of composites is modeled using
the material property degradation method of continuum damage mechanics with two independent
damage variables and the cohesive zone method with the mixed mode damage variable, respectively,
and the interactions are considered based on the fracture energy dissipation. The developed numerical
analysis model can effectively simulate the progressive damage failure and coupling effect of multiple
failure mechanisms. The interactions between fiber failure, matrix failure, and delamination are
investigated, and the insight for the simulation of the complex failure processes of composite laminates
such as delamination migration is provided. The numerical results match well with those of the
experiments, proving that the proposed approach has a high capability to predict the FRP composite
damage failure and strength prediction.
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